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OVERSTIMULATION IS NOT A CRIME (IN SWEDEN).
With the high-performance ﬁve-cylinder turbo-charged T5 that brings 227 hp, a 6.2 second 0–60 (with manual transmssion), a top speed of 146 mph, and more styling options than showgirl on payday, the Volvo Car Corporation, with complete knowledge and forethought, is introducing this new Volvo C30 in America with no apologies. Mature adults, in some parts of the world, will not stand for
the machinery of such merry-making. That’s why Americans, such as yourself who believe in freedom, are being encouraged here to ﬁght maturity at every turn (while wearing seatbelts, of course).

C30 Version 2.0

LIKE CAFFEINE AND SUGAR. ONLY SAFER.
A spark is all it takes and you’re off: Quick, determined, and ready for what the road may bring. The Volvo C30 delivers an inspired mix of performance and passion.
This may be the smallest Volvo but it functions at a very high level. The premium Volvo feel is evident in every detail. Smooth running engines respond instantly, even
at low revs, so overtaking is fast and safe. Of course, handling is exceptionally sweet. Long trips? No worries. Tuck into one of four great seats and enjoy the ride.
Elevated levels of enthusiasm are common for all passengers but if your seat has the steering wheel, don’t let the music stop.

C30 Version 1.0

Manual transmission
The power of the T5 engine is harnessed by a short-throw six-speed
manual that inspires a sportier
style of driving

Geartronic transmission
Geartronic is a five-speed automatic that’s
both smooth and responsive. It harmonizes
perfectly with the Volvo C30 and when you’re
in the mood for more activity, nudge the lever
over to manual mode to shift up or down with a
press of the gear knob.

Chassis and steering
The advanced chassis is designed for comfort
and balanced handling. High torsional rigidity
enables the Multi-link rear and McPherson
spring strut front suspension to cope predictably and consistently with different types of
road surfaces. Electro-hydraulic steering offers
quick and crisp response, while the rear wheels
turn slightly to help the car to corner neatly.

IS THIS MUCH ADRENALINE LEGAL
IN ALL 50 STATES?
No one can hide the joy of instant gratiﬁcation, especially when driving the Volvo C30. Its quick acceleration, balanced weight,
rigid body, and advanced chassis can convince anyone that exceptional road-holding does not have to come at the expense
of ﬁrst-class comfort.

C30 Version 1.0
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IN THRUST WE TRUST.
The intercooled, turbocharged T5 is a ﬁve-cylinder powerplant built with the mandate to do more with
less. This high performance 2.5 liter engine uses a light-pressure turbo and variable all-valve timing to
deliver instant acceleration throughout the entire rev range. Wicked, yet wise, it also employs sophisticated engine management systems to use fuel efﬁciently. Here are some numbers for those keeping
score at home: 227 hp. 0-60mph in 6.2 seconds. Top speed: 146 mph.

YOUNGER. SMARTER. BETTER LOOKING.
(BUT ENOUGH ABOUT YOU.)
Like every Volvo, this car is built to provide an intelligent mix of performance and practicality. Whether you’re travelling light
or taking all your kit onboard, the versatile Volvo C30 is ready to accommodate an active life. There are numerous seating
and storage conﬁgurations for creating comfort for people and space for things.

The full loading capacity is 33,4 cubic feet. For a ﬂat

With the seats in upright positions, four adults sit com-

Loading is easy with the glass tailgate open and the

cargo space almost 60 inches long, fold down one or

fortably with room for luggage. An available retractable

seats folded ﬂat. Wide door openings and easy entry

both rear seats. If this still isn’t enough, there are roof

nylon cargo net makes sure things stay where you put

front seats that quickly slide forward make it easy, too.

mounted carrying accessories.

them. To conceal your luggage, simply put the optional

Courtesy lights illuminate the cabin and cargo areas

soft load cover in place. A hard cover is also available.

automatically or at your convenience.

WHATEVER HAPPENS IN
THE BACK SEAT
STAYS IN THE BACK SEAT.
This generous four-seater gives you and three of your friends the space and
convenience to travel in comfort. The ﬂoating center console presents intuitive
controls for the infotainment and climate systems with style. The front seats
adjust to suit height, posture, lumbar support and legroom—powered seats can
even memorize settings. The wide door openings and the easy entry feature—a
sliding manoeuvre of the front seats—make getting in and out of the rear seat
simple. With high quality materials throughout the cabin ﬁtted with millimeter
precision, it’s easy to recognize the years of Volvo expertise, craftsmanship and
dedication to safety in every detail.

Power windows
A quick press of the button in each door is all it
takes to automatically raise or lower the front
windows. Both of these windows can also be
operated from the driver’s seat.
Front seat convenience
The multifunctional tunnel console accommodates an armrest, cupholders, space for CDs
and other personal things while an illuminated
compartment behind the center console is ideal
for smaller items like an MP3 player. There’s
also a holder for your sunglasses.
Rear seat amenities
Rear seat passengers will appreciate the comfort of two separate full-size seats uncompromised by a center seat. Without a center seat,
both rear seats enjoy improved sight lines
ahead. A folding armrest for the middle is available and further enhances the lounge effect.
The side panels have an armrest and two
storage compartments in each side panel.
Keyless Drive (Custom Build Option)
Keyless drive lets you lock, unlock and start the
car without having the remote control in your
hand. As long as you have the remote with you,
grasping the door handle automatically unlocks
the door. To start the engine, simply turn the
control on the instrument panel. To lock the
doors, just press the button in the door handle
as you leave the car.
Electronic Climate Control
(Custom Build Option)
In addition to air conditioning, the available
Electronic Climate Control (ECC) maintains
chosen temperatures for either side of the
cabin, while the Interior Air Quality System
(IAQS) ensures that the air you breathe is as
clean as possible. These systems help keep the
driver alert and the passengers comfortable.
Ambient lighting
There is a courtesy light, center console spotlight and two reading lamps located just above
the center rear-view mirror, mounted on the
roof. These lights, along with a courtesy light in
the rear and foot well lights, illuminate the
interior’s elegant Scandinavian design and set
the stage for your adventures.

PREMIUM SOUND. DEBAUCHERY MEASURED IN DECIBELS.
With a choice of two audio levels—High Performance and Dynaudio Premium Sound—each conﬁgured to the cabin’s ambient acoustics—the Volvo C30 has a sound system
that makes the most of your music. The world-class components are mounted in the dashboard separately from the controls on the ﬂoating center stack and the control
buttons on the steering wheel.

The ten Dynaudio high-end loudspeakers of the Dynaudio Premium Sound system are powered by a 5x130 W Alpine digital amplifier.
There are two separate speakers—woofer and tweeter—in each door, and in the side panels at the rear seats there is a similar set-up.
Each speaker has a crossover filter to maximise fidelity. The latest generation Dolby® surround system with a center loudspeaker
and sound processor recreates authentic sound with a strong sense of presence for every-one in the car—a Volvo world first. The
digital Class D amplifier features a new technology to provide extremely high efficiency, enabling it to generate the most audio
power from the least amount of current.

High Performance (Std Version 1.0)
A powerfully versatile system. Each loudspeaker is fitted with a more
powerful magnet and a larger coil. In combination with the amplifier, this
system promotes excellent transient reproduction and high power—quite
simply superb sound. High Performance equipment includes:
•
•
•
•
•

RDS radio
MP3 and WMA compatible CD player
8 High Performance loudspeakers
4x40 W High Performance amplifier
AUX input

Options: an MP3 and WMA compatible 6-CD changer (in place of the CD player),
iPod®/USB Music Interface.

Dynaudio Premium Sound (Std Version 2.0)
Our top-of-the line audio system designed for perfect sound dynamics,
featuring 10 loudspeakers by Danish specialist Dynaudio. With Dolby ®
Pro Logic ® II surround sound for an authentic audio experience in all seats.
Premium Sound includes :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SIRIUS satellite radio (N/A for Version 1.0 applications)
RDS radio
MP3 and WMA compatible CD player
10 loudspeakers by Dynaudio
5x130 W digital Class D amplifier
Dolby ® Pro Logic ® II surround sound
AUX input

Options: an MP3 and WMA compatible 6-CD changer (in place of the CD player),
iPod®/USB Music Interface.

THIS IS NOT A CAR. IT’S A MOVEMENT. A SCHOOL OF THOUGHT. A PLAN
OF ACTION. OK, MAYBE IT IS JUST A CAR. BUT IT’S YOUR CAR, SO LET’S
KEEP IT YOUR CAR.
Volvo safety doesn’t stop when you park your car. Personal security is a full time job. For example, on your way to or from the car at night your path can be lit up. With keyless drive, the doors unlock as
you grasp the handle. Should you encounter an emergency situation, the alarm can be activated with your hand-held remote control. The combination of sturdy door locks and an electronic immobilizer
is an effective theft deterrent as are the available laminated side door windows.

Remote-controlled central locking
A touch of a button locks or unlocks the doors and tailgate. Both
doors can be set to automatically lock the moment you drive away.
Alternatively, lock them swiftly using the button beside the interior
door handle.

Approach Light and Home Safe Lighting
On your way to and from your car at night, Approach Light and Home Safe
Lighting enables you to light up the car and its immediate environment using
your remote control. And with available puddle lights in the door mirrors, the
pool of light around the car is further extended.

Alarm
Connected to the doors, hood, and tailgate, the available alarm has
10 sensors that constantly keep watch. Should you encounter an
emergency situation on your way to or from the car, the alarm can be
activated from your hand-held remote control.

Door locks
The door locks feature an encapsulated cylinder that rotates freely if someone
uses a screwdriver to try to get inside. If a thief does get inside, through a
window perhaps, the doors cannot be unlocked from the inside without the key.
Electronic immobilizer
The ultra-modern immobilizer and the electromechanical steering lock make it
almost impossible to start or steer the car without the key or your remote.

Keyless entry and keyless drive
The optional keyless entry and keyless drive provides extra security.
You can unlock your car just by grasping the door handle, start the
engine, and set the door locks again before you leave the car as long
as you have your key in your pocket or handbag.

HERE, HIGH-SPEED CATAPULTS HELP US PUSH AN ENTIRE
INDUSTRY FORWARD (DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME).
Inaugurated in 2000, the Volvo Cars Safety Center in Göteborg is the world’s most advanced crash laboratory. Here we crash our cars into other vehicles and obstacles
at most any angle and at speeds of up to 75 mph. We conduct over 400 full-scale crash tests each year. Many of these tests are based on what our Accident
Research Team discovers at the scene of a real accident. Since 1970, our researchers have investigated over 32,000 such accidents. This gives us the unique ability
to learn what works in real life and what doesn’t—knowledge that helps us improve, innovate and help save lives. The patented frontal structure of the Volvo C30 is
a result of these efforts. Of course it takes more than catapults and lab coats to make some of the safest cars in the world. How a car behaves on the road—in real
life—to avoid an accident is the ultimate test of a car’s safety. The way the chassis interacts with brakes, steering and different stability enhancing systems not only
determines how fun a car is to drive—this is also crucial to help drivers maintain control in challenging situations. On the road is where innovation confronts reality.

A passion for safety
That’s the philosophy that builds better cars. In a Volvo C30, sophisticated
systems designed to help you avoid accidents are as important as the
systems designed to help protect you during an accident. For example, the
Volvo C30’s stability and agility on the road—aided by perceptive traction,
braking, and steering systems plus an intelligent driver’s environment
with easy to read instruments and logical functions—all contribute to safer
driving. At Volvo, our passion for safety promotes a joy of driving found in
no other car.

Visibility
One of the most important criteria for safe driving is good vision. The Volvo
C30 offers good all-round visibility. This is partly due to its unique, tapered
rear design. In addition to the glass tailgate, you can actually see more of
what’s behind you through the rear side windows. The large, heated door
mirrors and the height adjustable driver’s seat also help provide excellent
visibility.

Testing the limits
To test our best, we journey to our proving ground in Hällered, Sweden with
its 55 km of test tracks—including different road types from all over the
world. This facility is where we scrutinise a car’s ability to actively support
its driver in all imaginable (and unimaginable) situations. In addition to
the test miles driven on ordinary Swedish roads, this is where we expose all
new Volvo models to thousands of kilometres of extreme conditions in
order to expose any weakness. This is also where we evaluate the interaction between the car and the driver. Because the most important safety
feature in any car is the driver.

Life-saving innovations
Many of the safety features found in a Volvo are based on the findings from the Volvo Accident
Research Team. A few recent examples are the collapsible steering column, the energyabsorbing frontal structure, the Side-Impact Protection System (SIPS) and the Whiplash
Protection System (WHIPS).
Virtual crash tests
Super-computers make it possible for us to recreate and analyse different crash situations six
times a day without crashing real cars. We can test new cars virtually even before they exist as
prototypes. This makes the next step, full-scale testing, very effective and enables us to focus
our resources where they are most useful.
Component testing
In addition to the hundreds of real cars we crash test every year, advanced crash simulators
help us test individual components and full interior safety systems without crashing an entire
car. Our crash sleigh, for example, can grip just the cabin and recreate the exact movement
a car makes in a collision. This is unique in the car industry and it has helped us develop front
seats with the whiplash protection system (WHIPS).

THE SAFER YOU ARE,
THE SMARTER WE LOOK.
For eighty years we have been dedicated to making cars that save lives in an accident. Today, our safety systems also help people avoid accidents in the ﬁrst place
and signiﬁcantly help reduce injuries—like whiplash—when accidents occur. For
many, Volvo is another word for safety. Proud as we are, we’re not satisﬁed.
Our passion for life means looking for new safety solutions that exceed current
requirements and conventional testing. Our goal is to help make travel safer for every
road user, for generations to come. That’s why our protective attitude has grown
to include the air we breathe and the world at large. But then, we are ambitious
people. At Volvo Cars, our overriding objective is to balance the needs of our
company, our customers, society and future generations in a sustainable way. To
ﬁnd out more, please visit: www.volvocars.com/citizenship
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Power windows
A quick press of the button in each door is all it
takes to automatically raise or lower the front
windows. Both of these windows can also be
Environmental care is a natural part of Volvo’s dedication to
operated from the driver’s seat. What’s more,
human safety. Considerable effort is invested in reducing harmful
the central locking remote control can close
effects—in all their forms—of every Volvo car. From the earliest
the windows as it locks the doors.
designs, materials are selected with respect for Earth’s finite
resources and to their recyclability. As a result, up to 85% of
Front seat convenience
every Volvo is designed to be completely recyclable. Interior
The multifunctional tunnel console accommomaterials are also tested for allergy-sensitive substances and
dates an armrest, cupholders, space for CDs
harmful vapours.
and other personal things while an illuminated
compartment behind the centre console with
Air quality control
an Auxiliary mini-plug input is ideal for smaller
A cabin filter prevents dust and pollen from entering the car
items like an MP3 player. There’s also a holder
through its ventilation system. For even cleaner air, there’s the
for your spectacles or sunglasses.
option of Interior Air Quality System (IAQS). This continuously
monitors incoming air for certain unhealthy gases such as
Rear seat amenities
carbon monoxide, ground-level ozone and nitrogen dioxide. If
Rear seat passengers will appreciate the comnecessary, IAQS will temporarily close air intake vents. It also
fort of two separate full-size seats uncomprofeatures an active carbon filter that removes various unpleasant
mised by a centre seat. Without a centre seat,
odours and fumes from incoming air.
both rear seats enjoy improved sight lines
ahead. A folding armrest for the middle is availTesting of materials for harmful substances
able and further enhances the lounge effect.
Making life more comfortable for people with allergies or asthma,
The side panels have an armrest and two
upholsteries and interior textiles comply with the Oeko-Tex
storage compartments in each side panel.
Standard 100, an international benchmark ensuring that textiles
and leathers are tested for certain allergens or harmful
Keyless drive
emissions. Several interior metal details are tested with regard
Keyless drive lets you lock, unlock and start the
to nickel allergy, and comply with the same standards as high
car without having the remote control in your
quality jewellery.
hand. As long as you have the remote with you,
grasping the door handle automatically unlocks
Fuel efficiency
the door. To start the engine, simply turn the
To increase fuel efficiency and reduce carbon dioxide emissions
control on the instrument panel. To lock the
that contribute to global warming, all Volvo engines have
doors, just press the button in the door handle
advanced electronic management systems and low internal
as you leave the car.
friction. Other contributors to fuel economy include efficient
transmission systems, aerodynamic body design, and a trip
Climate control
computer displaying current and average fuel consumption.
In addition to air conditioning, the available
Electronic Climate Control (ECC) maintains
Emission control
chosen temperatures for either side of the
Volvo engines meet stringent international emission requirecabin, while the Interior Air Quality System
ments. Advanced emission control technology eliminates
(IAQS) ensures that the air you breathe is as
between 95 and 99% of the carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and
clean as possible. These systems help keep the
nitrogen oxides in exhaust fumes. And for the diesel engines,
driver alert and the passengers comfortable.
there’s a particle filter that stops approximately 95% of soot
particles from being emitted. The emission control system is
Ambient lighting
designed to provide full effect as rapidly as possible after cold
There is a courtesy light, centre console spotstart—when emissions are at their highest. Right down to the
light and two reading lamps located just above
tank lid, the fuel system is designed to reduce emissions through
the centre rear-view mirror, mounted on the
evaporation when driving or stationary.
roof. These lights, along with a courtesy light in
the rear and foot well lights, illuminate the
interior’s elegant Scandinavian design and set
the stage for your adventures.

Bi-Xenon headlights
Foglights in front spoiler
Rain sensor wipers

CUSTOM BUILD…
Polished or painted alloy wheels…Leather seats, 6-speed manual or 5-speed Gear-

Headlight washers

tronic transmissions, Dynaudio Sound system, Bi-Xenon Headlights and 4,999,995

Tailgate spoiler

additional ways to make the New C30 your customized mode of transport.

Power retractable mirrors, including
puddle lights
Park assist, rear
Dynaudio Sound System
Dynamic chassis
In-dash 6-CD player
Cruise control
Trip computer
Power driver and
passenger seat
Soft load cover
Hard load cover
Heated front seats
Load protection net
Keyless drive
Interior Air Quality System (IAQS)
Ash tray
C30 Version 1.0

You’ve grown up with the ability to personalize your world. From the jeans you wear,
the gear you carry, the cell phones, iPods, computers and even tattoos you attach to
your body. They all represent an important and personalized picture of you. So why
not take the opportunity to create an All-New C30 that’s factory built to match your
exact speciﬁcations. Volvo’s new Custom-Build-Feature is all about “free will.” When
you want your All-New C30 to look different than any other car on the road, talk to
your Volvo retailer about a personalized C30…it has your name all over it.

Blind Spot Information
System (BLIS)
Virtual White inlay
Oak wood Décor inlay
Electronic Climate Control (ECC)
Auto dimming rear view mirror
Auto dimming rear view
mirror with compass
Alarm
Aluminum inlays
Sport steering wheel
with aluminum inlay
Sport gearshift knob
with aluminum inlay
Leather handbrake
Rear armrest
Body kit with tailpipe
Rear roof spoiler
Custom wheels
Cruise control
Volvo Handsfree System
with Bluetooth
C30 Version 2.0

BOREDOM IS NOT AN OPTION.
As you deﬁne your own style and specify your needs, there’s a range of equipment levels, factory installed options and Volvo Genuine Accessories that
can help reﬂect your taste or simplify your tasks. Each item is made to complement the design and function of your all-new Volvo C30—with the ﬁt and
ﬁnish you’d expect for a premium car. Interior materials are allergy tested and all Volvo Genuine Accessories and options are tested according to exacting
Volvo standards for safety and with consideration for the environment. If you can’t wait to see your new car, build it online at www.volvocars.com.

Audio upgrades
USB and iPod music player
Center console décor panel
and door trim kits
Sport steering wheel
and gearshift
Sport pedals and floor mats
Cargo compartment covers
Rear seat armrest
Front and rear park assist
Alarm
Alternative interior inlays
(including body color)
Carbon fiber exterior kit
Interior LED lighting kit

Bauxite center console
and door panel inlays

Virtual White center console and
door panel inlays

Leather-clad steering wheel (std)

Leather-clad gear knob,
manual (std)

Leather-clad gear knob,
Geartronic

Aluminum center console
and door panel inlays

Leather-clad sports steering wheel
with aluminium inlay

Leather-clad gear knob with
aluminium inlay, manual, and
a sports gaiter

Leather-clad gear knob with
aluminium inlay, Geartronic

Sport pedals in brushed aluminium
(available for manual and Geartronic)

Wooden sports steering wheel

Leather-clad gear knob with
wood inlay, manual

Leather-clad gear knob with
wood inlay, Geartronic

Atreus 7.5x18"
Diamond Cut/Dark Grey
(std Version 2.0)

Mestra 7x17"
Silver Bright
(std Version 1.0)

Medea 7.5x18 " split
Silver Bright

Medusa 7.5x18 "
Silver Bright

Midir 7.5x18"
Silver Bright

Phorbas 7x17"
Silver Bright

Serapis 7x17"
Silver Bright

Spartacus 7x17"
Silver Bright

Scotia 7x17"
Polished

Zaurak 7x17"
Chromed (Opt Level 2)

Zaurak 7x17"
Silver Bright

Celeus 6.5x16"
Silver Stone

Ceryx 6.5x16"
Silver Stone

Cordelia 6.5x16"
Silver Stone

Crius 6.5x16"
Silver Bright

Cursa 6.5x16"
Silver Bright

BODY KIT COLOR CHOICES.
Body kits can be color-matched to the body or painted in a contrasting tone. These are available as a retailer installed accessory on Version 1.0 except for Cosmic White. The standard body kit
on Version 2.0 is always color-matched. See your retailer for details.

442 Java Metallic

455 Titanium Grey Metallic

462 Flint Grey Metallic

480 Shadow Blue Metallic

INTERIOR SELECTION

Leather Quartz upholstery, Custom Build Version 1.0, Optional Version 2.0
Offblack interior with Quartz floor mats (5D71)
Optional aluminum center console and door panel inserts.

Kalix Offblack/Quartz textile/T-tec upholstery, Custom Build Version 1.0, Optional Version 2.0
Offblack interior (5A7C)
Optional aluminum center console and door panel inserts.

Leather Offblack upholstery, Custom Build Version 1.0, Optional Version 2.0
Offblack interior with Red carpeting and floor mats (5DB7)
Nordic Light Oak center console and door panel inserts.

Leather Quartz upholstery, Custom Build Version 2.0, Optional Version 1.0
Dark Beige/Quartz interior (5DE1)
Optional aluminum center console and door panel inserts.

Leather Offblack upholstery, Optional Version 2.0
Offblack interior (5D77)
Optional aluminum center console and door panel inserts.

Kalix Dark Beige textile/T-tech upholstery, Custom Build Version 2.0, Optional Version 1.0
Dark Beige/Quartz interior (5AE2)
Optional aluminum center console and door panel inserts.

Kalix Offblack textile/T-tec upholstery, Optional Version 2.0
Offblack interior (5A77)
Optional aluminum center console and door panel inserts.

INTERIOR SELECTION

Kalix Offblack textile/T-tech upholstery, Custom Build Version 1.0 and 2.0
Offblack interior with Red carpeting and floor mats (5AB7)
Optional aluminum center stack and door panel inserts.

Kalix Offblack textile/T-tech upholstery, Custom Build Version 1.0 and 2.0
Offblack/Quartz interior (5AC7)
Optional virtual white center stack and door panel inserts.

Kalix Offblack/Quartz textile/T-tech upholstery, Custom Build Version 1.0 and 2.0
Offblack interior with Quartz carpeting and floor mats (5AFC)
Nordic Light Oak center stack and door panel inserts.

Leather Calcite upholstery, Custom Build Version 1.0 and 2.0
Offblack/Quartz interior (5DC4)
Optional aluminum center stack and door panel inserts.

Leather Calcite upholstery, Custom Build Version 1.0 and 2.0
Dark Beige/Quartz interior (5DE4)
Nordic Light Oak center stack and door panel inserts.

FACTORY-INSTALLED OPTIONS

POWER DRIVER’S SEAT
The adjustable power driver’s seat allows you to program three
different memory settings.

VOLVO NAVIGATION SYSTEM (VNS)
Integrated in the dashboard and controlled from the steering
wheel, VNS helps you find the quickest or shortest route to your
destination. Audible guidance is provided when necessary. The
display shows your current location, as well as the time and
distance remaining to your destination. It’s concealed when not in
use, and opens up at the touch of a button.

POWER SUNROOF

BI-XENON HEADLIGHTS

This makes the interior feel extra light and airy. The touch of a
button fully opens and closes it and, if the sun is too strong,
you can always close the built-in sun-shade.

Bi-Xenon headlights provide twice the high and low beam illumination of conventional halogen headlighs. These headlights
self-adjust to maintain the correct angle to the road, even when
the car is heavily loaded.

ACCESSORIES

FOR DRIVING FREEDOM

EXTERIOR STYLING

FOR YOUR INTERIOR COMFORT

Park assist rear
Park assist front
6 Disc in dash CD changer/ MP3 compatible
Volvo hands-free with Bluetooth
Volvo Aux adapter for iPod®
Volvo alarm system
Engine block heater
USB and iPod® Connectivity
SIRIUS Satellite Radio

Roof spoiler, hood scoop, side scoop
Body kit and tailpipes
Mud flaps, front and rear
Chrome and aluminum wheels
Volvo valve stem caps
Volvo license plate frames
Carbon fiber accent kit

Load lashing straps (cargo area)
Load securing net (cargo compartment floor)
Luggage compartment mat (rubber)
Luggage compartment mat (textile)
Rear bumper cover
Cargo compartment cover
Net pocket side panel
Floor mats rubber
Rear seat armrest
Bottle holder
Cup holder
Waste paper basket
Ashtray
Eye glass holder

FOR PRECIOUS CARGO

FOR YOUR LEISURE

INTERIOR STYLING

Sun screen
Padded neck cushion
Booster cushion and adjustable backrest
Jumper cables
Warning triangle
First aid kit

Roof mounted load carrier
Ski carriers
Snowboard carriers
Surfboard carrier
Canoe / kayak Carrier
Cargo box
Load basket (roof mounted)
Car cover
Snow chains

Sport floor mats
Sport steering wheel in wood
Sport steering wheel with aluminum inlays
Gear knob wood
Gear knob aluminum
Sport gear shift gaiter
Sport pedals
Décor panel kits
LED, Under-dash Lighting Kit

VOLVO C30 MERCH

CAP

BELT

BAG

KEY RING

JACKET

FEATURES AND OPTIONS

STANDARD FEATURES
C30 T5 VERSION 1.0

C30 T5 VERSION 2.0

C30 T5 VERSION 1.0

C30 T5 VERSION 2.0

ABS – Antilock Brake System

#

#

Polished Exhaust Pipe 2.75”

#

N/A

Approach Light

#

#

Polished Exhaust Pipe 3.50”

N/A

#

Dynamic Stability Traction Control (DSTC)

#

#

Roof Spoiler (black)

#

N/A

Heated windshield washer nozzles

#

#

Roof Spoiler (Color Keyed)

>

#

Home safe lighting

#

#

Sport Body Kit

>

#

Isofix–rear seat

#

#

17" MESTRA alloy wheels

#

N/A

Passenger airbag

#

#

18" ATREUS alloy wheels

N/A

#

Pyrotechnical pretensions, all seating positions

#

#

SIPS Curtain

#

#

Dual-chamber front SIPS bag

#

#

Whiplash protection, front seats

#

#

3 step airbag, drivers/passenger side with kneepad

#

#

Audio ’High Performance’ 4x40 watts, 8 speakers, in-dash CD, MP3

#

N/A

C30 T5 VERSION 1.0

C30 T5 VERSION 2.0

Audio control buttons in steering wheel

#

#

Bi-Xenon headlamps

>

>

AUX input

#

#

Electronic Climate Control ECC

>

>

Bauxite decor inlays

#

N/A

Geartronic Automatic Transmission

>

>

Dolby Pro-logic Surround Sound

>

#

Leather seating surfaces

>

>

Dynaudio Sound System, 650 watts, 10 speakers, in-dash CD, MP3

>

#

Metallic Paint

>

>

Electrical adjustable drivers seat, with memory

>

>

Power Drivers Seat

>

>

Foldable rearseat, 2 split

#

#

Power Glass Moon roof

>

>

Leather gear knob

#

#

Power Pass seat

>

>

Leather steering wheel

#

#

Rear Park Assist

>

>

Pollen filter

#

#

SIRIUS Satellite Radio

>

#

Power windows

#

#

Volvo navigation system

>

>

SIRIUS Satellite Radio

>

#

17" Chrome Zaurak Alloy Wheels

>

>

Temperature gauge, outer

#

#

T-tec seating surfaces

#

#

2 illuminated sun visors

#

#

Halogen lights

#

#

Key Integrated Remote control, central locking (KIR)

#

#

SAFETY

INTERIOR

# = Standard

> = Option

N/A = Not available

FACTORY OPTIONS

CLIMATE PACKAGE

EXTERIOR

P = Package

• Heated front seats

• Headlamp washers
• Rain sensor wipers

VOLVO C30 SPECS.
Engine
Five-cylinder in-line engine. Double overhead camshafts and 20 valves.
The five-cylinder engine feature continuously variable valve timing
on both the inlet and exhaust side. Electronic engine management
system. Three-way catalytic converter with heated oxygen sensor. It
also features a turbocharger and dual-charge air coolers (Intercoolers).
Boasting variable all-valve timing, this high-performance power source
delivers an exceptionally quick and powerful response throughout the
entire range of rpm. It complies with stringent emission standards, such
as California’s ULEV II.
Volvo C30 T5 (227 hp)
Engine type: 2.5-liter five-cylinder turbocharged engine
Max. power output: 227 hp at 5000 rpm
Max. torque: 236 lbs./ft. at 1500–5000 rpm
Acceleration 0–60 mph: 6.2 sec
Top speed: 146 mph
Fuel consumption, mixed cycle, man/auto: 19/19 City, 28/27 Highway,
22/23 combined
Environmental classification: ULEV 2
Transmission: Six-speed manual or five-speed Geartronic automatic

Driveline
Front wheel drive. Transverse engine. Six-speed manual transmission.
It is also available with a five-speed Geartronic automatic allowing
manual shifting. The smooth manual six-speed transmission inspires
an active driving style, while the smooth clutch operation affords
confident take-off. For the best of both worlds, there’s the option of
Geartronic —a responsive five-speed automatic for relaxed driving. It
can also be shifted manually so that you can maintain a lower gear to
bring up the revs or provide the added assistance of engine braking.
Chassis
Front suspension with spring struts (McPherson), anti-dive and antilift
function. Multilink independent rear suspension. Anti-roll bars front
and rear. Version 2.0 includes a sport tuned dynamic chassis for spirited
driving. Dynamic Stability system can help counteract a skid. The rigid
body enables the suspension to perform optimally—for well-balanced
handling and a high level of comfort. The front and rear suspensions
also interact to provide stable braking and smooth steering. The DSTC
system assists if either of the drive wheels begins to lose traction, and
adds the benefit of counteracting if a skid is imminent.

Steering
Power-assisted electro-hydraulic rack and pinion steering. Tilt and telescopic steering wheel column. 2.6–2.9 turns lock to lock (depending on
wheel size). Turning circle 38.1 ft, depending on wheel size. Behind the
wheel, you can enjoy responsive yet firm steering at all speeds. High
steering precision and balanced road feedback are easily enjoyed benefits.
Brakes
Power-assisted anti-locking disc brakes (ABS), ventilated discs front.
EBA (Emergency Brake Assistance). EBD (Electronic Brake Distribution) between the front and rear brakes. Diagonal-split braking system.
Powerful anti-locking disc brakes help ensure a short stopping distance under all circumstances and withstand tough use without fading.
EBA helps you use your brakes to the full in an emergency situation,
while EBD distributes the braking effect between the front and rear
wheels in order to achieve optimal results according to the car’s load
and driving conditions.
Fuel tank
15.9 US gallons

MEET THE FAM.

2
5
7"
"

The new Volvo S40 The compact and
energetic sedan.

Volvo S60 The sports sedan worth getting
passionate about.

The new Volvo V50 The Sportswagon—
flexible, compact and full of zest.

The all-new Volvo V70 The genuine
family wagon—highly competitive yet
comfortably versatile.

The all-new Volvo XC70 The rugged
yet stylish all-roader.

Volvo XC90 The versatile SUV that takes
you anywhere with grace.

The new Volvo C30 The compact
and charismatic SportsCoupe.

Volvo C70 A convertible when you want it.

Volvo S80 The premier sedan, meticulously
engineered for superior driving comfort.

Volvo C70 A coupe when you need it to be.

TAKING CARE OF YOUR OWNERSHIP NEEDS
It’s a simple idea; one point of contact for all your car ownership needs, whether it’s ﬁnding the right ﬁnancing or who to contact
in an emergency. Get the most out of owning your Volvo.
Volvo Car Finance North America
If you purchase or lease your Volvo through Volvo Car Finance North
America, you can take advantage of services designed to make financing simple and convenient. Quick Debit, for instance, enables you to
have your monthly payment automatically debited from a designated
bank account. For more information, call 1-800-770-8234 or visit
www.volvofinance.com
On Call roadside assistance
Whenever you need us, we’re just a phone call away. Our nationwide
network of retailers and authorized service providers are ready to
assist. Whether you require roadside assistance or maps and routing
information for your next trip, refer to your On Call Card and dial
1-800-63-VOLVO—anytime, day or night. Your complimentary fouryear membership activates the moment you become a Volvo owner.

Volvo new car warranty
Your new car warranty provides comprehensive coverage for four years
or 50,000 miles, whichever occurs first. Additional warranties cover
corrosion, seat belts, the supplemental restraint system, emission
systems, genuine Volvo replacement parts and genuine Volvo accessories. Should you encounter any problem with your Volvo, simply
contact the nearest retailer for assistance. Where your warranty ends,
Volvo Increased Protection (VIP) plans begin. To purchase the additional protection of a VIP plan, contact your local retailer.
Volvo genuine service
The best way to ensure superior performance year after year is to bring
your Volvo to your authorized retailer for regular maintenance. Our
service advisors and factory-trained technicians are uniquely qualified
to maintain your automobile. With the aid of advanced Volvo diagnostics, they follow all prescribed factory maintenance outlined in your
service interval manual. Genuine Volvo Service is our ongoing commitment to you: to keep your Volvo performing smoothly long after other
cars have given up.

Volvo mobility program
The goal of the Volvo Mobility Program is to assist persons with
physical disabilities or hearing impairment achieve independence. For
those with exceptional transportation needs, freedom can be facilitated within the extraordinary comfort and safety of a specially adapted
Volvo. For additional information on this program, please contact the
Volvo Mobility Program Headquarters at (800) 803-5222 or visit www.
volvocars.us/mobility. TTY users are invited to call 1-800-833-0312.
Personal shopper
The Volvo Personal Shopper is dedicated to providing you with a whole
new level of shopping convenience. Whether you’d like help identifying
the Volvo model that best fits your lifestyle, detailed information on any
Volvo model, or a comparison against the competition, Volvo is there to
help. We can arrange a Guest Drive for you at your nearest Volvo
Retailer. So make the most of your shopping time and call the Volvo
Personal Shopper at 1-800-550-5658. (U.S. only)

VOLVO OVERSEAS DELIVERY
Volvo Overseas Delivery offers a unique way to buy your new custom-built car as well as a unique way to see more of Europe. And when you’re done traveling,
bring the pleasure of driving a Volvo back home. Purchase any new Volvo as part of the Volvo Overseas Delivery Program and enjoy all this–and more:
• Attractive pricing on US models.
• Two complimentary round-trip tickets with Scandinavian Airlines.
• One free hotel night in Gothenburg, Sweden, the home of Volvo.
• An exciting Volvo Factory Tour or a visit to the new Volvo Brand Experience Center.
• An exclusive VIP delivery experience at the Volvo Factory
Delivery Center.

• The opportunity to explore Europe in the comfort and safety of your
own Volvo, either with one of our spectacular tours or on your own.

Can you think of a better way of traveling overseas and making
your souvenir part of an unforgettable experience?

• Extensive complimentary home shipment services. Just leave your
car with us. We’ll ship it to you the convenient way while you relax and
enjoy your complimentary flight back home.

If you would like to know more, contact your local Volvo retailer, our
Customer Care Center (800) 631-1667, or visit
www.volvocars.us/mybagsarepacked

614 Ice White

489 Matt Gold metallic

476 Brilliant Blue metallic

426 Silver metallic

490 Chameleon Blue metallic

466 Barents Blue metallic

477 Electric Silver metallic

488 Gecko Green metallic

455 Titanium Grey metallic

481 Cosmic White metallic

612 Passion Red

019 Black Stone

462 Flint Grey metallic

478 Maple Red metallic

452 Black Sapphire metallic

464 Safari Green metallic

479 Orinoco Blue metallic

Certain exterior colors are only available as custom orders. Please ask your Volvo retailer for details.
Please note: It is not possible to reproduce exact original shades in printed matter. Please ask your dealer to show you samples.

Clean colors
To reduce usage of environmentally hazardous solvents all Volvo
exterior colors are water-based. What’s more, our painting facilities
are among the cleanest in the world.
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